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PREFACE 
 

Industrial practice is one of academic requirements in the curriculum of 

International Industrial Engineering Program, Universitas Atma Jaya Yogyakarta 

and it accomplished by completing the industrial practice report. In this report, 

author reported all process that is done during industrial practice period which 

can explains how the student reach the goal of the industrial practice itself. 

Author would like to thank God for His blessing during the industrial practice 

period until accomplishment of this activity so that the report can be prepared well 

and submitted on time.  

During the completion of this activity, author has also been given a lot of 

motivation, support, and also guidance by all parties, and in this occasion, author 

would like to express the gratitude to: 

1. Family members who always give all of support and motivation everyday 

during industrial practice. 

2. Mr. V. Ariyono, S.T., M.T. as Head of Department of Industrial Engineering. 

3. Mrs. Deny Ratna Yuniartha, S.T., M.T. as the Coordinator of Internship. 

4. Mrs. Ririn Diar Astanti, S.T., M.MT., Dr. Eng as Coordinator of International 

Industrial Engineering Program. 

5. Dr. Parama Kartika Dewa, S.T., M.T. as the Faculty Supervisor for his 

supervisee during the process of industrial practice and the preparation of 

this report. 

6. Mr. Pria Sasongko as the On-site Supervisor and also the Head of Sub-

department of PPIC, JSA-Expedition Team.  

7. Mr. Anton Aryana as the HRD Staff who did the recruitment for the student to 

do industrial practice in PT. Kanisius. 

8. Mrs. Budiastuti as the Head of Percetakan Division and Head of PPIC 

Department.  

9. Mr. Bambang, Mr. Eko, Mr. Febru, Mr. Avid, Mr. Yuli, Mr. Agung, the member 

of JSA (Job Scheduler & Analyzer) and Expedition Team.  

10. Zaniar Rukmana Putri as team-mate during industrial practice. 

Industrial Practice in PT. Kanisius from January 8th, 2018until February 10th, 2018 

has been completed and the industrial practice report has also been prepared 

and done on time.   
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Chapter 1 explains background and purposes of Industrial Practice activity as the 

implementation of industrial engineering studies in International Industrial 

Engineering Program, Universitas Atma Jaya Yogyakarta. Moreover, there will be 

an explanation about student‟s tasks in the company during the Industrial 

Practice period and the period of this activity. 

 

1.1. Background 

Department of Industrial Engineering, Atma Jaya Yogyakarta University (PSTI 

UAJY) defines the internship as a simulator that enables the students not only to 

apply the Industrial Engineering knowledge into the real-world industry but also to 

train the student how to be a professional of Industrial Engineer. For this purpose, 

during the internship, the students are requested to work in the host company 

within a period of month. 

The paradigm of the internship is that the students are expected to experience 

the application of Industrial Engineering knowledge in practice in which it can be 

obtained if during their internship the students do some activities to enhance their 

understanding in term of planning, designing, improving, implementing and 

problem-solving. Therefore, during the internship period students are requested 

to: 

a. Doing all the tasks that have been assigned by the host company 

b. Following all of the relevant working procedures of the host company 

c. Capturing the big picture of the enterprise system in the host company and 

observing its characteristics 

Since Industrial Engineer is dealing with the integrated system of some elements 

which are Man, Machine, Material, Methods, Money, Energy, Environment, and 

Information, therefore during the internship the students should relate all of their 

activities in term of system perspective. Based on the explanation above, it is 

clearly seen that internship is not only gathering the data. 

 

1.2. Objectives 

The aims of the internship are: 

a. Practice discipline  

b. Improve the interaction between student and his/her ordinate or workmate 
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c. Practice adaptability in the working atmosphere  

d. Observe the daily work of the host company  

e. Enhance the Industrial Engineering knowledge in practice by seeing the  

practical work in the host company 

f. Enhance the knowledge of enterprise system  

 

1.3. Location and Time of Industrial Practice 

This Industrial Practice was done in PT. Kanisius (Printing and Publishing) 

located in Jalan Cempaka No. 9, Deresan, Depok, Sleman, Daerah Istimewa 

Yogyakarta 55281. The period of the Industrial Practice was from January 8th, 

2018 until February 10th, 2018.  

The student is assigned to the JSA (Job Scheduler and Analyzer) and Expedition, 

the  PPIC (Production Planning and Inventory Control) Department, Percetakan 

Division. However, the student also did another task to support Pre-printing team 

in the plate-making process and also helped PPIC-Logistics sub-department to 

collect some data of plates in plate warehouse. During the industrial practice, 

there are also some projects given by the On-site Supervisor (Head of PPIC JSA-

Expedition), Pak Pria Sasongko and the Head of PPIC Department which also 

the Division Manager, Bu Budiastuti, which mostly about data collection, data 

analysis, and data management in the company. 

The working time for Industrial Practice student in PT. Kanisius is 7.30 WIB - 

11.00 WIB for weekdays and 07.30 WIB - 12.30 WIB for Saturday. All employees 

must come to the office before 07.30 WIB because at that time the morning 

prayer begins.  
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CHAPTER 2 

COMPANY OVERVIEW 

 

This chapter 2 describes the general description of the company where the 

Industrial Practice is carried out. Also described the overall company system and 

a more detailed explanation of the department where students carry out Industrial 

Practice activity. 

2.1 History of PT. Kanisius 

PT. Kanisius is one of Kanisius Foundation's business in the field of book 

publishing and printing (offset and digital). PT. Kanisius is committed to 

empowering the nation and the church through education, therefore, it focuses on 

publishing and printing books in the field of Kependidikan Umum and Gerejawi. 

According to historical records, Kanisius Printing was first established in 

Yogyakarta on January 26, 1922, under the name Canisius Drukker'j. Canisius 

Drukker'j was one of the missionary works of the Kanisius Foundation which was 

then called Canisius Vereniging (Association of Canisius) founded by Father 

Franciscus Georgius Josephus van Lith in 1918. 

  

Figure 2.1. Canisius Drukker'j in 1922 (Source: pressreader.com) 

Canisius Drukker'j, as known as Kanisius Printing, is an initiative of Superior 

Missionary, Pastor J. Hoeberechts, SJ. At first, Canisius Drukker'j was a small 

printing press that printed books for the benefit of church worship and educational 

books to meet the needs of the native students in Yogyakarta and beyond. At the 

time of its establishment, the main mission of Canisius Drukker'j was to become a 

printing press that could provide textbooks for schools and prayer books for the 

Catholic Church all over Indonesia. 
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Then in 1928, Canisius Drukker'j also printed magazines, such as Tamtama 

Dalem and Swaratama that contributed a lot to the movement of young people in 

the independence era. After Indonesia became independent, Kanisius Printing 

gained the trust of the Indonesian government at that time to print Indonesian 

bank notes called ORI (Oeang Republik Indonesia). 

Entering the 1970s, Penerbit dan Percetakan Kanisius run by the Jesuit priest 

began to cooperate with common people (in Indonesia called awam), and 

modernization developed well in this period. This step is contributed a great 

impact in the development of human resources and financial improvement in the 

company. There is also increasing the variety of books printed and published by 

this company. 

Since January 1, 2014, Penerbit dan Percetakan Kanisius changed the form of its 

business entity into PT (Perseroan Terbatas) which was later called PT. Kanisius 

with the Jesuit Priest as its president director and common people in the 

organization structure. Until now, PT. Kanisius grew to publishers and printing 

that has customers from Sumatra to Papua. 

2.2 Company Profile 

This is the company profile where the practical work is done. 

  

Figure 2.2. Logo of PT. Kanisius 

Company Name : PT. Kanisius  

Industrial Classification : Publishing and Printing (Offset and Digital) 

Address : Jalan Cempaka No. 9, Deresan, Depok, Sleman, 

Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta 55281 

Website : www.kanisiusmedia.co.id 

E-mail Address : office@kanisiusmedia.com 

Phone / Fax : (0274) 588783; (0274) 565996 / (0274) 563349 

President Director : P. E. Azismardopo Subroto, SJ. 

Director : Sulistyorini 

Number of Employee : 332 orang  
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2.3 Organizational Structure 

PT. Kanisius was led by a president director who was also a Jesuit and was a 

Father. Since its establishment era, PT. Kanisius is managed by the Kanisius 

Foundation under the supervision of the Jesuit. Therefore, Catholic culture such 

as upholding the attitude of serving, close family-like relations, and other Catholic 

religiosity culture applied at PT. Kanisius. 

The coordinating line under the president director is a director who is a common 

people. After that, for the organizational structure under the directors, all are held 

by common people with different educational backgrounds. The figure of the 

Organizational Structure is shown in Appendix 1. 

2.3.1. Overall Organizational Structure 

PT. Kanisius has 5 main divisions with direct coordination line under the 

president director and the director. The function of each division as follows: 

a. Divisi Penerbitan 

 

Figure 2.3. Organizational Structure of Divisi Penerbiitan 
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This division is responsible for all forms of book publishing that are published by 

PT. Kanisius. There are 3 departments within this division, the Department of 

Gerejawi, the Department of Kependidikan Umum, and the Department of 

Penerbitan Eksklusif Kanisius or Kanisius Exclusive Publishing (KEP). 

The main task of this division is to plan the publication of books, such as finding 

authors who want to publish a book, compile book manuscripts, and book 

publishing. Before the publication, the division was also responsible for selecting 

the eligibility of the books for publication. 

Tasks for departments also vary according to the classification of books 

published for each department. The Department of Gerejawi is responsible for 

the publication of spiritual books or in relation to Church needs, such as the Book 

of Tata Perayaan Ekaristi, Madah Bakti, the Bible, as well as sacramental 

handbooks for Komuni Pertama, Sakramen Krisma, and so on. There are also 

books of philosophy, theology, catechesis, spirituality, prayer and worship books, 

inspirational, and spiritual reading. Almost all books published by the Department 

of Gerejawi published by PT. Kanisius with the Church Commissions. 

Department of Kependidikan Umum publishes 2 product groups under the 

category of Buku Pelajaran (BuPel) and Non-Buku Pelajaran (Non-BuPel). 

Example of BuPel is a textbook from elementary to high school level such as 

Catholic religion textbooks, thematic books, and textbooks according to the 

applicable curriculum in Indonesia. There are also books for universities such as 

general courses and textbooks for various fields of study such as economics, 

education, psychology, law, language, and health. As for Non-BuPel covers 

children's and adult reading books, such as ideas books, inspirational books, 

general knowledge, and so on. It also publishes books for families and the 

general public, such as child care books, personal development, health, and skills. 

For books published by the Department of Penerbitan Eksklusif Kanisius or 

Kanisius Exclusive Publishing (KEP) are special order books whose circulation 

amount or print quantity is less than 1000 copies. Examples are lecture books 

compiled by university lecturers, textbooks that are used only inside a school 

internally, autobiographical books (as special gifts), papers, work reflections, and 

so on. KEP customers come from various groups including institutions, 

communities, foundations, schools, colleges, lecturers, teachers, institutions, 

students, students, and freelance writers. 
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Figure 2.4. Logo of Kanisius Exclusive Publishing  

(Source: kanisiusmedia.co.id) 

b. Divisi Penjualan 

 

Figure 2.5. Organizational Structure of Divisi Penjualan  

Divisi Penjualan is responsible for the sales process of all products manufactured 

at PT. Kanisius. Management and supervision of marketing offices of PT. 

Kanisius is scattered in various cities in Indonesia as well as sales of books in 

every marketing office done by this division. There are 2 departments within this 

division, the Department of Perdagangan and the Department of Penjualan. 

Department of Perdagangan is responsible for the supply of goods sold in all 

showrooms owned by PT. Kanisius. Showroom owned by PT. Kanisius is called 

the Taman Komunikasi (TAKOM). TAKOM sells books, souvenirs, and spiritual 

tools. PT. Kanisius has several showrooms scattered in several cities in 

Indonesia that will be described in the Marketing System sub-chapter. 
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While the Department of Penjualan is the department responsible for selling 

Kanisius products in marketing offices throughout Indonesia as well as its 

distribution. The Department of Penjualan is also responsible for the book 

warehouse that is ready to be distributed. The book warehouse is located in the 

headquarters (Yogyakarta) and the stock of books in the book warehouse is 

obtained directly from the Divisi Percetakan located in the same office. The stock 

of this book should be well managed to meet market demand. 

c. Divisi SDM Sarpras (Sumber Daya Manusia dan Sarana Prasarana) 

  

Figure 2.6. Organizational Structure of Divisi SDM Sarpras 

Divisi SDM Sarpras (Human Resource and Company Facility) is the division 

responsible for human resource management and management of company 

facility in PT. Kanisius. The process of hiring company employees and training for 

employees is the responsibility of this division. In addition, the division also takes 

care of the company's internal activities such as gatherings, competitions, 

corporate birthday parties, and similar activities. This division is also responsible 

for managing the compensation system of all employees of PT. Kanisius. All 

facilities that support activities at PT. Kanisius such as parks, canteens, offices, 

toilets, and office vehicles are also managed by this division, including 

recruitment of workers who assist the management of company facilities in the 

company. 
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d. Divisi Keuangan 

  

Figure 2.7. Organizational Structure of Divisi Keuangan 

Divisi Keuangan is responsible for financial and administrative affairs at PT. 

Kanisius. This division consists of 2 departments, namely Department of 

Keuangan and Department of Akuntansi. Department of Keuangan is responsible 

for managing corporate receivables as well as the business administration of the 

company. While the Department of Akuntansi served in the calculation of 

corporate finance and bookkeeping company. 

e. Divisi Percetakan 

 

 Figure 2.8. Organizational Structure of Divisi Percetakan 

Divisi Percetakan is the division responsible for the main activity in PT. Kanisius, 

a print production that includes offset and digital printing. 
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This division is responsible for all kinds of printing processes ranging from raw 

material procurement until the shipments of finished products to the customers. 

There are 3 departments within this division, namely Department of Pemasaran 

Jasa Cetak (PJC), Departmen of PPIC (Production Planning and Inventory 

Control), and Department of Produksi. 

Department of Pemasaran Jasa Cetak (PJC) is a department responsible for 

marketing print services at PT. Kanisius. This department consists of 2 sub-

departments, namely Sub-department of Penjualan Jasa Cetak consisting of 

sales team who market services PT. Kanisius and Sub-department of 

Administrasi that manages documents of print services that enter at PT. Kanisius. 

This department has an important role in finding potential customers, especially 

customers with circulation or the number of big orders that become the main 

income for PT. Kanisius. Customers will deal directly with the PJC team in 

ordering orders, determining the desired product specifications and price 

negotiations. 

After PJC customers and teams agree with the order to be requested, then the 

PPIC Department is responsible for fulfilling the request and then planning the 

whole production process of each order. The entire production process in 

question starts from the procurement of raw materials to the delivery schedule of 

finished products to customers. The main target is to manage the entire 

production schedule with the agreed targets within the time set so as to achieve 

customer satisfaction. The department is also authorized to determine the gentle 

timing of employees on the production floor when additional time must be added 

to pursue the target from incoming orders. 

Then, Department of Produksi has the duty to execute the production planning 

made by the Department of PPIC and as much as possible to follow the 

scheduling already made, so that every order can be received by the customer in 

the right amount, time and quality on demand. In this department there are many 

machines used in the processing of raw materials to be finished products. The 

offset printing process undertaken by this department includes the pre-printing 

process (plate making process and plate imposition), the printing process, and 

the post-printing process (covering various finishing processes). There is also a 

digital printing process in a separate unit. 
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2.3.2. Organizational Structure of Department of PPIC 

 

Figure 2.9. Coordination Line of Sub-Departmet of JSA-Ekspedisi 

The figure above shows the coordination line of the Sub-department of Job 

Scheduler and Analyzer (JSA)-Ekspedisi where students are placed during the 

period of practical work. Manager of Divisi Percetakan, Mrs. Budiastuti also works 

as Head of Department of PPIC. Then, one sub-department of this department, 

the JSA-Ekspedisi Unit is headed by Mr. Pria Sasongko. Underneath is the Head 

of JSA-Ekspedisi Unit, namely Mr. Bambang Supriatno oversees the functions as 

in the picture. 

2.3.3. Job Description of Department of PPIC 

a. Manager of Divisi Percetakan and Head of Department of PPIC 

Mrs. Budiastuti serves as Manager of Divisi Percetakan as well as Head of 

Department of PPIC. Her job as Manager of Divisi Percetakan as well as Head of 

Department of PPIC is to control all departments and departments in the Divisi 

Percetakan in order to meet the demand. 
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b. Head of Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi 

The Head of Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi is Mr. Pria Sasongko who is also 

the On-site Supervisor of the industrial practice students. The task of the Head of 

Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi is to coordinate together with the Head Unit 

and all functions within the Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi to manage all 

production processes. Every day, the head of each sub-department will lead a 

brief briefing before commencing all work activities that day by evaluating the 

performance of each function and tracking the production flow achieved the 

previous day and ensuring that all functions in the Sub-department of JSA-

Ekspedisi are ready to perform their respective tasks on that day. 

c. Head of JSA-Ekspedisi Unit 

Head of JSA-Ekspedisi Unit who also has a role as Head of Ekspedisi Unit, is Mr. 

Bambang Suprianto. The task is almost the same as the Head of Sub-department 

JSA-Ekspedisi, but the Head Unit will oversee the performance of each function 

in both units directly in the field and supervise all processes directly. If the Head 

of Sub-department JSA-Ekspedisi is unable to attend the working day, the Head 

of the Unit shall be tasked with replacing the Head of Sub-department, such as 

attending the meeting, coordinating, leading the briefing, and so forth. 

d. Analyzer 

Analyzer is one of the function in JSA-Ekspedisi Unit. The tasks of analyzer 

explains below: 

i. Analyze the job ticket (order file) then create a print planning document. This 

plan covers the determination of raw materials, printing process, and finishing 

according to job ticket. 

ii. Provide recommendation of machine use as per order specification. 

iii. Determine the type of raw material, size, and amount to meet the amount of 

circulation or demand. 

iv. Communicate with the Sub-department of PJC (Pelayanan Jasa Cetak) when 

determining customer order specifications. The goal is to be determined 

specifications that can be met by the company by adjusting the availability of 

raw materials, production process capabilities, and various other factors. 

v. Do archiving of order planning file every day. 
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e. Offset Scheduler 

Offset Scheduler is one of the function in JSA-Ekspedisi Unit. The tasks of 

analyzer explains below: 

i. Perform printing machine scheduling process. 

ii. Calculates the production process time based on the planning made by the 

analyzer. 

iii. Scheduling for plate printing in Sub-department of Pra-cetak and Digital. 

iv. Calculating both overtime and long-shift. 

v. Do re-scheduling if needed. 

f. Post-print Scheduler 

Post-print Scheduler is one of the function in JSA-Ekspedisi Unit. The tasks of 

analyzer explains below: 

i. Scheduling Zone A, Zone B, and Zone C, which are post-printing zones with 

different types of processes. 

ii. Calculates the time of the post-print process according to the planning made 

by the analyzer. 

iii. Assisting the analyzer in determining customer order specifications that can 

be fulfilled by the company especially in terms of finishing the product. 

iv. Perform proofing process for certain finishing process and give correction if 

sample of finishing process examined not in accordance with request. 

v. Do re-scheduling if needed. 

g. Job Coordinator 

Job Scheduler is one of the function in JSA-Ekspedisi Unit. The tasks of analyzer 

explains below: 

i. Distribute job ticket to related sub-departments according to production 

planning. 

ii. Controls all production processes. 

iii. Ensure scheduling execution runs in accordance with the schedule that has 

been made. 

iv. Provide input to the scheduler if re-scheduling is required. 

v. Ensure the transfer of semi-finished goods from one unit to another unit. 

vi. Monitor outsourced processes to partners for processes such as print cover, 

hotprint, emboss, and so on. 
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h. Ekspedisi 

Ekspedisi Unit is one of the function in JSA-Ekspedisi Unit. The tasks of analyzer 

explains below: 

i. Delivering the finished product to the customer. 

ii. Conducting the process of closing internal and external corporate orders (from 

customers). 

iii. Create a delivery letter of the finished product. 

iv. Send and receive oursource results from semi-finished goods. 

v. Conducting the process of packing the finished product and calculating the 

number of ready-to-deliver products. 

vi. Reporting the advantages or disadvantages of the number of finished products 

in accordance with the results of the calculation. 

vii. Inputs the sending data into the system and archives the file day by day. 

i. Digital 

Digital Unit in Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi is different from Digital Print Unit 

in Sub-department of Pra-cetak and Digital. The Digital Unit in the section that will 

coordinate with the Digital Print Unit in Sub-department of Pra-cetak and Digital. 

His job is as follows: 

i. Calculating the time of digital production process based on target to be 

ordered product. 

ii. Prepare digital order scheduling. 

iii. Re-scheduling an order that changes schedule by scheduler. 

iv. Create a print-out of digital order data. 

v. Make an analysis of the finished order in the Digital Print Unit. 

vi. Analyzing order deviations. 

j. Admin TC (Time Card) 

The job of Admin TC are as follows: 

i. Collect and process time card data. 

ii. Perform archiving activities of time card report. 

iii. Attract or collect time card data from the program. 

iv. Coordinate with related sections to collect time card data. 

v. Stores the archive of time card data in the space provided. 
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2.4 Company Management 

2.4.1. Vision and Mission 

Vision of PT. Kanisius 

Being a professional company of customer's primary choice through publishing, 

printing and trading products to realize a nationalist and dignified society. 

Mission of PT. Kanisius 

1. Engage in Church work and Community education. 

2. Prioritize customer satisfaction by providing publications, printed products, 

ecclesiastical equipment and complete and quality education. 

3. Strengthen and increase the number of customers by building Taman 

Komunikasi (TAKOM) and synergize with strategic partners. 

4. Achieve growth and profitability through increased sales and cost control. 

5. Improve employee productivity with professional human resouce management 

system. 

6. Utilizing the right technology to optimize business operations and create 

innovative products. 

The values implemented in PT. Kanisius are as follows: 

1. Honesty 

2. Dicipline 

3. Wide-awake 

4. Competent 

5. Learners 

2.4.2. Employment 

a. Employee Recruitment 

Recruitment process in PT. Kanisius is conducted by the Department of 

Pengembangan, Divisi SDM Sarpras. Every year, PT. Kanisius always opens job 

vacancies to meet the needs of the workforce in the company. Job opening is 

based on the human resource needs requested by each division to the 

Department of Pengembangan and its qualifications are adjusted to the position 

or position or function required. 
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Job vacancy at PT. Kanisius is usually announced through social media, official 

corporate website, announcements to Churches, newspapers, and other 

agencies, or through employees of PT. Kanisius personally. In general, all 

applicants who enroll in PT. Kanisius is required to submit a Curriculum Vitae 

(CV), a copy of a diploma, a copy of the Identity Card (Kartu Tanda Penduduk or 

KTP), a copy of the last value transcript, a portfolio of works ever made, a recent 

photograph, and a supporting file according to the desired position. 

Stages of employee recruitment process in PT. Kanisius covers the 

administrative stage or file selection, written test, and interview test. This 

recruitment system uses a selection system, so that in the final stages, 

candidates will be obtained in accordance with the qualifications required by PT. 

Kanisius. Applicants who pass the final stage or the interview stage then 

negotiate related to the salary to be earned during work at PT. Kanisius. If the 

applicant and the company gets an agreement, then the contract signing is done. 

At the beginning of the work initiation period, new employees will be introduced to 

the company's system and management that includes an explanation of the 

company's vision and mission, corporate organizational structure, company 

business processes, ISO certification owned by the company, and also explained 

about the company's health and safety system. first work, new employees will be 

accompanied by a department mentor. Then after 3 months, will be evaluated 

work performance. 

b. Compensation System 

PT. Kanisius applies the 3P principles to his pay system, namely Pay for Position, 

Pay for Performance, and Pay for Person. For salaries earned by employees of 

PT. Kanisius includes basic salary, benefits, and salary from the Yayasan Dana 

Pensiun (YaDaPen). Allowances for permanent employees include job 

allowances, functional allowances, child support, husband / wife allowances, 

yadapen family allowances, and other benefits. 

The company also provides subsidies for all employees. Subsidies given in the 

form of rice, educational savings for children, and payroll subsidies. Applied also 

cuts in wages for employees who come late, home early, and do not come to 

work. 
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c. Working Hour 

There are 2 types of work hour in PT. Kanisius, the office hours, and working 

hours of production and logistics. Office hours start at 07.30 WIB up to 15.00 WIB 

on Monday to Friday, while Saturday starts at 07.30 WIB until 12.30 WIB. For 

breaks is 11:30 am to 12:00 pm, but the break period is only valid Monday to 

Friday, no break hours Saturday. 

Production and logistics working hours are divided into 2 shifts, at 06.30 WIB until 

14.00 WIB on shift 1 with break time at 10.30 WIB until 11.00 WIB, then at 13.30 

WIB until 21.00 WIB for shift 2 with break hours at 17.30 WIB to 18.00 WIB . 

Except on Saturday, shift 1 starts at 06.30 WIB until 11.30 WIB, while shift 2 

starts at 11.00 WIB until 16.00 WIB without break. 

2.4.3. Facilities 

Facilities owned by PT. Kanisius among others as follows: 

a. Canteen 

All employees of PT. Canisius get a meal once a day. Food is distributed by 

redeeming employee meal cards given for each department before lunch hour. 

This canteen has a capacity of up to 80 people. The canteen chef is determined 

by the tender system, for the winning food enterprise can provide food for 

Kanisius employees within the certain period of time. Employees also provide 

feedback on the food quality of the enterprise so it can be decided whether the 

offered food services by the current enterprise will be used in the next period or 

not. The canteen is equipped with tables and chairs, a hand wash and a 

dispenser for drinking. Usually there are at least 2 menus served in this canteen. 

 

 Figure 2.10. Canteen in PT. Kanisius 
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b. Employee‟s Parking Lot 

Employee parking lot is provided for 4-wheeled vehicle and 2-wheeled vehicle. 

Employee parking lot for 4-wheeled vehicles can accommodate up to 16 vehicles. 

While the parking lot for 2-wheeled vehicle can accommodate up to 150 vehicles. 

 

 Figure 2.11. Parking Lot for 4-wheeled Vehicle 

 

 Figure 2.12. Parking Lot for 2-wheeled Vehicle 

c. Parking Lot for Visitors of TAKOM 

Parking Lot for Visitors of TAKOM also provides a place for 2-wheeled vehicles 

and 4-wheeled vehicles. Capacity of this parking lot approximately 10 vehicles for 

4-wheeled vehicles and 30 vehicles for 2-wheeled vehicles. 

 

 Figure 2.13. Parking Lot for Visitors of TAKOM 
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d. Storage of Paper Waste 

Paper waste is collected in the storage of paper waste. There are two types of 

paper waste, namely white paper waste and colored paper waste. These wastes 

are collected and then sold to a vendor, namely UD. Sregep. UD. Sregep 

became a vendor by winning the tender with the purchase of waste paper Rp 

4,500, - per kilogram for white paper waste and Rp 2,200, - per kilogram for 

colored paper waste.  

  

Figure 2.14. Paper Waste (White Paper – Left; Colored Paper – Right) 

e. Storage of B3 (Bahan Berbahaya dan Beracun) Waste 

PT. Kanisius also produces waste containing hazardous and toxic materials 

produced from the production process in printing. This type of waste is 

categorized as B3 waste (Bahan Berbahaya dan Beracun) according to 

government regulation, PP. 18 Tahun 1999. The storage area is distinguished 

from other wastes and this waste is also sold to suppliers that provide B3 waste 

treatment services. 

  

Figure 2.15. Storage for B3 Waste 
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f. Liquid Waste Treatment 

The production process of PT. Kanisius also uses liquid chemicals primarily to 

support the the production machinery (printing machines). The liquid waste 

generated from these processes is then discharged to the liquid waste treatment 

site and collected for sale to the partner. 

  

Figure 2.16. Liquid Waste Treatment Area 

In addition to liquid chemicals, waste water that does not contain chemicals is 

also processed and sterilized for later reuse for the company supply. Processed 

water is used in the bathroom and is supplied to all water taps in the company, 

but not for consumption. 

  

Figure 2.17. Liquid Waste Treatment Area 

 

g. Table Tennis Facilities 

The company provides facilities to support table tennis equipments that can be 

used for employee sport activities. This facility is placed in the canteen and can 

only be used outside the company's break hours. 
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h. Basketball and Badminton Court 

   

Figure 2.18. Basketball and Badminton Court 

The company also provides basketball and badminton court to facilitate employee 

sport activities. 

2.4.4. Marketing System 

PT. Kanisius also has several marketing offices in various cities in Indonesia 

outside Yogyakarta, including Surabaya, Tangerang, Bandung, Jakarta, and 

Palembang. These offices are responsible for marketing the products of PT. 

Kanisius in the city and its surroundings. In every marketing office, there are 

marketing teams that do marketing in every region. The addresses of each 

marketing office are as follows: 

a. Marketing Office in Surabaya 

Komplek Ruko Rungkut Megah Blok H/1 Jalan Raya Rungkut 5, Surabaya 60923 

b. Marketing Office in Tangerang 

Regency Melati Mas Blok A6 No 20 Serpong, Tangerang 

c. Marketing Office in Palembang 

Jalan Lintas Barat Sukabangun II, Ruko G.3 Keluarahan Sukajaya, Kec. 

Sukarami Palembang, Sumatera Selatan 

d. Marketing Office in Jakarta 

Komplek Ruko Kranggan Permai RT 16/4 Jalan Alternatif Cibubur, Jatisampurna, 

Bekasi 17433 

e. Marketing Office in Bandung 

Komplek Perumahan Paln Bridge No 5B Jalan Awiligar, Kelurahan Cieunying, 

Kecamatan Cimenyan, Bandung. 
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PT. Kanisius also does marketing through the website of the company. The 

website address of PT. Kanisius is www.kanisiusmedia.co.id. 

PT. Kanisius also established Taman Komunikasi (TAKOM) in various cities in 

Indonesia so customers in other cities can visit. The address TAKOM owned by 

PT. Kanisius are as follows: 

a. TAKOM St. Maria 

Jalan Daan Mogot 14, Tangerang 15111 

b. TAKOM Kanisius Rungkut 

Kompleks Ruko Megah Blok H/1, Jalan Raya RUngkut 5 Surabaya 60293 

c. TAKOM St. Laurensius 

Jalan Sutera Utama 2, Alam Sutera, Serpong Utara, Tangerang Selatan, 15329 

d. TAKOM Kanisius Kranggan 

Kompleks Ruko Kranggan Permai, RT 16/4 Jalan Alternatif Cibubur, 

Jatisampurna, Bekasi 17433 

e. TAKOM Kanisius Katerdral 

Jalan Katerdral 7, Jakarta Pusat 

f. TAKOM Santo Antonius Purbayan 

Jalan Arifin 1, Surakarta 

g. TAKOM St. Yakobus 

Puri Widya Kencana Blok LL 1 Citrland, Surabaya 

  

Figure 2.19. Taman Komunikasi in Yogyakarta 
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CHAPTER 3 

COMPANY SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

 

Chapter 3 describes the work systems and business processes in the company. 

The types of products and product specifications produced by the company's 

production system will also be described in this chapter. 

3.1. Business Process 

3.1.1. Business Process Mapping 

Business Process Mapping in PT. Kanisius done by the student during the period 

of industrial practice focuses on how an order is processed from the moment the 

order entered into PT. Kanisius until the finished product is accepted by the 

customer. 

Work process at PT. Kanisius in general is the process of producing books and 

other prints ordered by customers or orders from internal PT. Kanisius for 

publishing and office needs. Mapping this business process shows the work flow 

of each department to process an order that goes to the company either from 

outside customers or internal PT. Kanisius. The result of Business Process 

Mapping for Order Fulfillment Process is attached to Appendix 2.  

3.1.2. Description of Business Process Mapping 

The business process in Appendix 2 describes how an order entered PT. 

Kanisius was completed by focusing on the PPIC Depatement especially the 

Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi. The process of ordering will begin after an 

agreement between the Department of Pemasaran and the customer. The deal 

that has been made is recorded in a document called job ticket. Each order will 

also get a No. WO or Order Number as the order identity on the production floor. 

Job ticket is then used as a guideline for the execution of orders in each unit on 

the production floor. Job ticket contains various information such as order number, 

date of entry and date of order, number of order or circulation, book number, 

paper type, paper size, number of contents page, type of volume, finishing type, 

customer, sales name, type of print rearranged or new), to-print, number of colors, 

number of packs, amount per wrapping, and other customized additional 

information. All of this data becomes input to share the kind of calculation on the 

production floor. 
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Job tickets obtained from the Department of Pemasaran are inserted into a bag 

or folder called the kantung order. These bags will be distributed to different parts 

and units on the production floor. When the bag is received by a sub-department 

or unit, then the work process in that sub-department or unit can begin. So this 

bag will move in sequence from the initial process to the final process of the work 

of an order. 

The part that will receive the kantung order from the Sub-department of 

Pemasaran is the Analyzer of the Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi. After 

receiving the kantung order, Analyzer will do the analysis with focus to the 

specifications and information that is listed on job ticket. The results of this 

analysis are printed into the production planning document. This document 

serves as a guide for making orders for Sub-department of Pra-cetak, Sub-

department of Gudang Logistik, and Offset Printing Unit. 

For new prints order, the Sub-department of Pra-cetak will be required to make 

the plate to be used in the printing process. The specification of plate, mold 

imposition, plate type, plate number, and other information required in the plate 

printing process are in the kantung order and production planning document from 

the Analyzer. However, this plate-making process is scheduled by the Offset 

Scheduler. After that, Sub-department of Pra-cetak that have printed the plate 

according to schedule and specifications provided will deliver the ready-made 

plate to the Sub-department of Gudang Logistik. 

For reprints order, the Sub-department of Gudang Logistik will be required to find 

the required plate in the Plate Warehouse by looking at the data on the job ticket 

to see the code of the book to be reprinted making it easier to search the license 

plate in the Plate Warehouse. After the requested plate is found, the plate along 

with the kantung order will be delivered back to the Analyzer. Then if found 

damage to the plate, it will be done as the print plate process in a new print. 

After this, the production planning document will be checked by the Head of Sub-

department of JSA-Ekspedisi for verification. After order planning is verified, 

Offset Scheduler does production scheduling for Offset Printing Unit. Scheduler 

performs scheduling for all printing machines taking into account processing time, 

target so, print count, material type, and other factors. The main target is to make 

schedule based on the closest due date of finished order. 
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Then for the procurement of raw materials, Analyzer calculates the quantity and 

size of the raw materials used to process the order and then asks the Sub-

department of Gudang Logistik to prepare the raw materials with specifications 

according to Analyzer analysis. Analyzer should analyze the type and size of the 

raw materials as best as possible to achieve efficient use of materials, so that not 

a lot of material is wasted. 

Then to start the production process, Scheduler will give production schedule to 

Offset Printing Unit, while Sub-department of Gudang Logistik will deliver raw 

materials and plate and order bag to Offset Printing Unit. Then the production 

process begins and is controlled by the Job Coordinator. The Job Coordinator is 

responsible for ensuring that the production schedule that has been created can 

be executed in a timely manner. 

After the print process is complete, then the print will be taken to the finishing 

area, which are Zone A, B, and C according to the required stages. This process 

is divided into 3 types based on the type of binding (jilid), namely jilid perfect, jilid 

kawat, and jilid benang. The finishing process for the cover will be explained in 

the Production Process sub-section. All work on this finishing area is scheduled 

by Post-Print Scheduler. After receiving the schedule from the Post-Print 

Scheduler, the finishing area will do the job as per specification in the order bag. 

At the end of the work on the finishing area is always done inspection to ensure 

product quality. 

The final stage after finishing is packing a book. The packing is done by the 

Expedition Unit. The Expedition Unit will check the order bag then calculate and 

verify whether the finished product amount is ready to be delivered in accordance 

with the request stated on the job ticket. If there is a shortage of finished products, 

it will be a less printed scheduling process by Offset Scheduler and this causes 

the re-scheduling process. 

If the quantity produced is in accordance with the amount requested by the 

customer, the Expedition Unit will carry out the packing process as per the 

request stated on the job ticket. Then once the product is ready to be delivered, 

the Expedition Unit will send the finished product to the customer by creating a 

document for the road as a report. 
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3.2. Product Variety 

The main business of PT. Kanisius is publishing and printing. In the field of 

publishing, PT. Kanisius has 3 product categories, namely Church, Public 

Education, and Exclusive Publishing Kanisius or Kanisius Exclusive Publishing 

(KEP). Issuance by PT. Kanisius is called internal publishing. The products of 

each category are as follows: 

a. Gerejawi 

Books in Gerejawi category are spiritual or related to the needs of the Church. 

Books for the benefit of the Church include the book of Tata Perayaan Ekaristi, 

Madah Bakti, the Bible, and the sacramental handbooks such as Handbook of 

Komuni Pertama, Krisma, and so on.  

 

Figure 3.1. Example of Buku Gerejawi 

Spiritual reading books included in this category include philosophy reading 

books, theology, catechesis, spirituality, prayer and worship books, inspirational, 

and spiritual reading.  

 

Figure 3.2. Example of Buku Bacaan Rohani 
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b. Kependidikan Umum 

Book in Kependidikan Umum catogory is divided into 2 groups, namely the Buku 

Pelajaran (BuPel) and Non-Buku Pelajaran (Non-BuPel). BuPel includes 

instructional learning books from elementary to high school level such as 

textbook of Catholic Religion studies, Thematic books, and textbooks according 

to the applicable curriculum. For universities, published general courses and 

textbooks for various fields of study such as economics, education, psychology, 

law, language, and health.  

 

Figure 3.3. Example of BuPel Product 

(Source: books.google.com) 

Non-BuPel includes children's and adult reading books, such as idea books, 

inspirational books, general knowledge, and so on. It also publishes books for 

families and the general public, such as child care books, personal development, 

health, and skills.  

 

Figure 3.4. Example of Non-BuPel Product 

(Source: books.google.com) 
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c. Kanisius Exclusive Publishing (KEP) 

Exclusive issue of product ever published in PT. Kanisius, among others, is a 

lecture book composed by lecturers from a university, textbooks that are used 

only inside a school internally, autobiographical books (offerings / special gifts), 

papers, work reflections, and so on. 

PT. Kanisius also serves external publishing. What is meant by external 

publishing is, issuance made by a customer outside of PT. Kanisius who only use 

the services of PT. Canisus to print books only, but books to be printed are 

compiled by the external publisher with printouts using the publisher's logo 

without displaying Kanisius publisher's logo. 

In addition to books, there are also other print products served by PT. Kanisius is 

divided into 2 groups, namely offset and digital. For product groups or offset 

prints are usually orders of large quantities or so-called mass prints. As for digital 

printing, customers can make a minimum order of 1 sheet print. Non-book 

products served by PT. Kanisius as follows: 

a. Magazines and Newspaper 

 

Figure 3.5. Magazines 

(Source: kanisiusmedia.co.id) 

 

Figure 3.6. Newspaper 
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b. Calendars 

    

Figure 3.7. Calendars 

c. File Holder 

  

Figure 3.8. File Holder 

d. Goodie Bag 

  

Figure 3.9. Goodie Bag 

e. Packaging Box 

  

Figure 3.10. Packaging Box 
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f. Blocknote 

  

Figure 3.11. Blocknote 

g. Agenda Book 

  

Figure 3.12. Agenda Book 

h. Cards 

  

 

Figure 3.13. Cards 

i. Flyer and Booklet 

 
 

Figure 3.14. Flyer and Booklet 
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j. Envelopes 

 

Figure 3.15. Envelope 

 

3.3. Production Process 

Production process at PT. Kanisius is divided into 2 types, which are offset 

printing and digital printing. Offset printing is usually done for orders with print or 

circulation quantities, or so called mass printing. For digital printing, PT. Kanisius 

serves mold at least 1 sheet. 

3.3.1. Process of Offset Printing 

The offset printing process can be defined as a printing process in which the 

inked print arrangement is offset or transferred from the plate onto rubber sheets 

in the machine to be attached to the paper so as to stamp the process. 

 

Figure 3.16. Offset Printing Illustration 

(Source: wikipedia.co.id) 
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Stages of offset printing process consists of 3 main processes, namely pre-print, 

print and post print. The explanation is as follows: 

a. Pre-printing Process 

From the entire process of offset printing, pre-print stage is done by CTP Unit 

(Computer to Plate), Sub-department of Pra-cetak. At this stage, the order file 

you want to print by the customer is first printed on the plate. Before the order file 

to be printed on the plate is received by the CTP Unit, the Analyzer of Sub-

department PPIC JSA-Ekspedisi first determines its print imposition settings. 

What is meant by imposition is setting the print area of the order file onto the 

plate by utilizing as much of the plate area as the print area. The specified 

imposition setting will be informed to the CTP Unit in the section ordering 

document. This document is inserted into the order bag. 

To be able to start the plate printing process, the CTP Unit must accept the 

ordering bag and also the plate printing schedule from the Scheduler Offset. 

Then the print process is done according to the information in the order bag and 

print schedule. The machine used to print the plate is the Heidelberg Suprasetter. 

This machine is controlled by a computer that will display the processes that take 

place inside the machine so that if there is an error in the process, then the 

computer will give instructions on the action to be done to overcome the problem. 

There are 2 types of plates used in the printing process. Large plate size 

745x605 mm. Large plates are usually used for printed book contents. Small 

plate size 525x459 mm. Small plates are usually used for printing book covers 

and other types of non-book prints. Each machine in the Offset Print Unit can 

only use 1 plate type (large or small). For 1 color print, it will be printed only 1 

plate, for 2 color prints (black and 1 color) will be printed 2 plate consisting of 

black plate and color plate, while for full color print will be printed 4 plate 

consisting of plate cyan, magenta, yellow, and black. 

Then after the requested plate is finished, then the plate must be delivered to the 

Sub-department of Gudang Logistik along with its order bag. Plates that have 

been stored in Sub-department of Gudang Logistik is ready for the printing 

process. In addition to the plate, Sub-department of Gudang Logistik will also 

prepare the raw materials intact required in the print process in accordance with 

job ticket and order planning made by Analyzer that has been attached in the 

order bag. 
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b. Printing Process 

The print process is done by the Offset Print Unit with scheduling made by 

Scheduler Offset. There are 5 machines with different capabilities in the Offset 

Printing Unit. Explanation of each machine will be explained in sub-chapter of 

production facility. Each machine is operated by an operator and offset printing 

scheduling will be made for each machine. In the Offset Print Unit there is a unit 

head responsible for ensuring the execution of the print schedule and controlling 

all printing processes on the unit. 

Before starting the process of printing, will be the process of setting the machine 

(machine setup) in accordance with the needs of printing. One example of the 

machine settings to be done is the setting of the machine's print speed, or the 

type of print setting, whether one side or back and forth, or the whole paper size 

setting to be printed, and various other settings. 

Once ready, the raw materials in the form of whole paper and also the printing 

plate will be taken from the Logistics Warehouse which is located opposite the 

Offset Printing Unit. Then began the printing process. In the printing process, 

each machine will produce sheets called katerns. A katern sheet can contain as 

many as 2 to 16 pages. Each side can contain 2 to 8 pages. The settings are as 

follows:  

 

Figure 3.17. Imposition of Katern for 1 Sided-printing 

 

Figure 3.18. Imposition of Katern for 2 Sided-printing 
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c. Post-printing Process 

After the print process is complete, the printout will be sent to the post-print area. 

The post-printing process is done based on the order planning document. 

Basically, there are 3 types of processes that are categorized by type of volumes, 

namely the process of wire, binding, and perfect binding. The explanation of each 

process is as follows: 

i. Jilid Benang 

 

Figure 3.19. Product of Jilid Benang 

The binding process begins with a folding of 16-page katern sheet (8 pages on 1 

side and 8 other pages on the other side). This sheet is folded in such a way that 

the 16 pages are sequential resulting in a pile of cathans the total number of 

pages of the book. 

Collect the folded katern is then sorted and inserted into the yarn sequence 

machine. In this machine, each katern is bound with a thread in the middle 

(between the 8th and 9th pages). All the folded kernels are then stacked 

sequentially from the beginning of the book to the end. Then the stack of books is 

united with the cover and glued so that the whole book. However, the 

composition of this book still has sides whose papers are still attached to each 

other, since the folds have not been cut. Therefore, once the book is intact, the 

sides are cut to form the finished book. 

also begins with page cutting and sorting. Then if the order is set, then the pages 

will be bound with threads. The page is bound, because if it is too much, the 

thread can not hold the number of pages. Therefore, the yarn volume consists of 

several groups of pages bound together with other threads. 
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ii. Jilid Perfect 

For the perfect binding, the katern sheets are folded and sequenced later in the 

perfect binding machine, these folded valves will be slashed on the part to be 

bound so that the folds on the part are lost. Then the katmen that have become 

sheet of pages glued with hot glue so that stick together on the side of the 

volume. Then after all the contents of the book dilem into one, the cover is also 

glued to the contents of books that have been bound. The result is a book with a 

cover that on the top, right, and bottom still stick together and still leaves the 

paper area to be discarded. To perfect this process, the area is cropped and 

generates the full book.  

  

Figure 3.20. Product of Jilid Perfect 

iii. Jilid Kawat 

 

Figure 3.21. Product of Jilid Kawat 

In the wire-binding process, each sheet of katern is first cut every 4 pages (2 

pages on the front and other pages on the other side). Then if it is cut per 4 

pages, it will be the process of sorting the page. The process of sorting this page 

is done with the machine, and at the end of the machine, the sequential pages 

will be bound in the middle of the book using the wire. Wire volumes can not be 

used for books with too many pages. 
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3.3.2. Process of Digital Printing 

The digital printing process is not as long as the offset printing process, because 

digital printing technology enables the printing process with PDF file format 

(Portable Document Format). The process is like using a regular printer. 

The pre-print process for digital printing only checks files, whereby Kanisius 

checks the files from customers whether the paper size setting and print 

imposition are ready for printing on a digital machine. After the file is declared to 

be printed, then it can then be directly printed on a digital machine. 

The digital print schedule remains through the Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi, 

then the print process is controlled and reported back to the Sub-department of 

JSA-Ekspedisi. For digital printing finishing process, done with the same process 

as in offset printing process. Some finishing machines are also provided in the 

digital area, so there is no need to bring prints to offset area for finishing process. 

If the digital print is completed with the machine on the offset production unit, 

then the scheduling for this finishing will be scheduled by the Post-Print 

Scheduler. But if finishing is done with the existing machine in the digital printing 

area, then no need to do scheduling. Usually finishing with machines in the digital 

printing area is done for fewer order quantities. 

3.4. Production Facility 

PT. Kanisius uses several machines that support the printing process in the 

company, among others are as follows: 

a. Pre-printing Machine 

Plate making uses Heidelberg Suprasetter Machine. There is one plate making 

machine in CTP Unit, Sub-department of Pra-cetak and Digital. This machine 

needs one operator. 

  

Figure 3.22. Heidelberg Suprasetter Machine 
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b. Printing Machine 

There are 4 types of offset printing machines used in PT. Kanisius. These 

machines are placed in the same area. Each machine is operated by an operator 

and all operators are supervised by a Head Offset Printing Unit, Mr. Totok. The 

machine used has different capabilities, the explanation is as follows: 

i. Miller  

Miller machines are used for black and white prints. This machine can print on 

two sides of the paper at once. The ability to print on both sides of the paper is 

very useful for the whole process, as it can reduce production time. 

Miller machines can print up to 5,500 sheets per hour with an average set up time 

of 15 minutes. The paper size that can be used as print media on this machine is 

220x280 mm and 520x720mm size. The size of the plate is 745x605 mm (large 

plate). 

  

Figure 3.23. Miller Machine 

ii. Speed Master 52 

Speed Master 52 machine is a color printing machine. The colors used on this 

machine are CMYK color types (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black). Each color is 

printed separately and in sequence. This machine can print 10,000 sheets per 

hour with machine set up time of 15 minutes on average. The full paper size that 

can be printed on this machine is 105x180 mm and 370x520 mm. 

This machine can only print one side for each printing process, so the production 

time for the print back and forth will be doubled. The process of flipping the paper 

to print the opposite side is done manually by the operator. 
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Figure 3.24. Speed Master 52 Machine 

iii. Rolland (2 Colors) 

Rolland 2 Color Machine is used for molds with 2 colors, namely black and other 

colors (usually red or green). This machine can print as many as 5,500 sheets 

every hour. The machine set up time is on average 10 minutes. This machine is 

able to print two sides of the paper at once. When will print the opposite side, 

then there will be set up time again for 10 minutes. The paper size for this 

machine is 240x320 mm and 520x720 mm. The plate used is a large plate 

measuring 745x405 mm.  

  

Figure 3.25. Rolland (2 Colors) Machine 

iv. Rolland (4 Colors) 

There are 2 Rolland 4 Color machines in the Offset Printing Unit. The ability of 

both machines is the same, which can print up to 7,500 sheets of paper per hour. 

However, the set up time of both machines is slightly different, ie 20 minutes for 

Rolland 4 New Color and 25 minutes for Rolland 4 Old Colors. The size that can 

be printed with this machine is at least 240x420 mm in size and a maximum of 

520x720 mm. This machine can only print one side only, so it takes additional 

time to flip the paper if it is used to print 2-sided prints. This machine also uses 

CMYK color type, so there are 4 parts of the machine with color cyan, magenta, 

yellow, and black. 
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Figure 3.26. Old Rolland (4 Colors) Machine 

  

Figure 3.27. New Rolland (4 Colors) Machine 

c. Post-printing Machine 

The machines for the post-printing process are the machines for the finishing 

process. These machines are placed in 3 different zones, namely Zone A, Zone 

B, and Zone C, with the following divisions: 

i. Zone A 

In Zone A, there is a machine for jilid kawat. To be bundled with wire, the sheets 

of katern are first cut by cutting machines in the same zone to be 4 pages for 

each piece to be bound. Then the sheet per 4 pages will be placed on the 

machine. The machine will sort and staple the sheets into a book. The name of 

this machine is Muller Martini. The machine is operated by an operator.  

  

Figure 3.28. Muller Martini Machine (For Jilid Kawat) 
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There is also a folding machine for folding the katern sheet. There are 3 folding 

machines in this zone, the MBO Folding Machine, the Stahl Fold Machine 1, and 

the Stahl Fold Machine 2. The MBO Folding Machine is used to fold the cathode 

with the number of pages per page of 4 to 16 pages of the book. While the Stahl 

Fold Machine is used to fold a single folded katern sheet, such as a newspaper. 

The process of sorting the pages of paper folds of these machines is done 

manually by the operator. 

  

Figure 3.29. MBO Folding Machine 

  

Figure 3.30. Stahl Folding Machine 

In addition to machines that process book content, there are also machines that 

process book covers, envelopes, and packaging. To cover paper cover or 

envelope and packaging with plastic, used lamination machine or called Water 

Base Thermal, so the surface becomes shiny. To make parts appear on the 

surface of paper, used emboss machine.  

  

Figure 3.31. Water Base Thermal (Lamination Machine) 
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ii. Zone B 

In Zone B there is a machine used to bind the folds of a katern made in Zone A. 

The binding machine in Zone B is a Muller Martini for jilid benang and a perfect 

binding machine or so-called Star Binder Machine for jilid perfect. Muller Martini 

will bunch each katern in the center with the yarn. Then all this katern will be 

united with the thread as well.  

  

Figure 3.32. Muller Martini Machine (For Jilid Benang) 

The Star Binder machine uses a heated glue to unite the pages of the book. The 

machine will sort the kernels and slice the cathode on the side to be bound so 

that the heated glue can fit between each page. Glue that entered between the 

pages were attached each page to each other. 

  

Figure 3.33. Muller Martini Machine (For Jilid Benang) 

Then, both jilid benang and jilid perfect, have the same final stages. The final 

stage of the two binding process is to unite the contents of the book with its cover. 

This process is done with Perfect Binding Star Binder Machine. The contents of 

the book and cover are combined with glue. After the contents of the book 

together with the cover, then the sides of books that are not needed (the rest of 

the print area) will be cut with a cutting machine. 
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iii. Zone C 

There are several functions in Zone C used to complete the process from Zone A 

and Zone B. After the contents of the book and its cover are cut and trimmed to 

become a book, the next step is quality control. This quality control process is 

done manually by some operators. All books are inspected for quality views. If a 

defect is found, the book will be placed on a shelf. These defective books will be 

reused if there is a shortage of finished products. If there is a shortage of finished 

products, the defective book will be fixed. However, if it is still lacking, then the 

process will be less print (print again a number of book shortages). 

After the inspection books are considered good, then the books will go into the 

process of wrapping, the packaging of books with clear plastic is pressed. This 

process is done by a machine operated by an operator. The result of the 

wrapping process is then delivered to the Expedition Unit to be counted and 

packaged in cardboard ready to send. 

  

Figure 3.34. Wrapping Machine 

 

Figure 3.35. Wrapping Process 
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d. Digital Printing Machine 

In the Digital Print Unit there are 2 types of machines, namely black and white 

printing machines and black and white printing and color. The only black-and-

white printing press is the Océ VP6250, while the black-and-white and color 

printing machines are Konica Minolta C 8000. In addition, there are other 

machines such as ID Card lamination machine, fusionator and plong (ID) 

machine ID Card.  

  

Figure 3.36. OCE VP6250 Machine 

  

Figure 3.37. Konica Minolta C 8000 Machine 

  

Figure 3.38. Cutting Machine for ID Card 
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CHAPTER 4 

INDUSTRIAL PRACTICE PROJECT REVIEW 

 

This chapter describes the work done by students during the period of industrial  

practice. It will also explain the results of the tasks assigned by the On-site 

Supervisor and Faculty Supervisor. 

4.1. Scope of Work 

In the period of industrial practice at PT. Kanisius, students are placed in the 

Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi, PPIC Department (Production and Planning 

and Inventory Control), Divisi Percetakan. The Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi 

performs scheduling and control over the entire process of both offset and digital 

printing performed by the company. All production processes are controlled by 

this sub-department so that all incoming orders can be completed on time in 

accordance with the agreement with the customer. 

Students are also assigned to the CTP Unit (Computer to Plate), Sub-department 

of Pra-cetak and Digital. This unit prints the plates that will be used in the mass 

printing process. Students also assist in archiving the plate in the warehouse 

plate by entering the data plate manual that has been made by the Department of 

Logistics into the computer to facilitate the process of data collection and data 

retrieval in the future. 

During the period of industrial practice, students cooperated with some 

colleagues in the Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi, CTP Unit, and several 

colleagues in the Logistics Department, among others, as follows: 

d. Head of Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi, Mr. Pria Sasongko 

e. Head of Unit JSA-Ekspedisi, Mr. Bambang Suprianto 

f. Job Coordinator of the sub-department, Mr. Eko 

g. Analyzer, Mr. Febru 

h. Offset Scheduler, Mr. Vino 

i. Pre-printing Scheduler, Mr. Avid 

j. Expedition Team, Mr. Yuli and Mr. Wawan 

k. CTP Unit, Mr. Y. Eko and Mr. Kidi 

l. Logistics Department, Mr. Iwan and Mr. Antok 
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4.2. Responsibility and Authority in Industrial Practice 

Mr. Sasongko as the On-site Supervisor welcomes the students to process and 

engage in work activities in the Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi. Students are 

given the responsibility to assist the daily tasks in the Sub-department of JSA-

Ekspedisi and other departments as the company's requirements. Tasks 

undertaken by students during industrial practice are as follows: 

g. Distributing kantung order to various units of PPIC to assist Job Coordinator 

(Mr. Eko) tasks. 

h. Perform process analysis of Olahan Capaian data by finding the exact number 

of order schedule and inappropriate schedule to assist the task of Head of 

Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi (Mr. Sasongko). 

i. Make the program to support the calculation for production time in the 

scheduling process to assist the task of Scheduler. 

j. Make the program to support the calculation of the duration of order 

completion to assist the scheduling process performed by Scheduler Offset.  

In addition to the duties in the Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi, students are 

also assigned in other sub-departments especially if work in other sub-

departments requires additional personnel to support their work processes. The 

tasks given elsewhere are as follows: 

a. Printing plates to assist the CTP units tasks (Mr. Yeko and Mr. Kidi) 

b. Inputing the archive data of plate from the plate warehouse to assist the task 

of  Plate Warehouse (Mr. Antok) 

c. Doing data management of Data Faktur and providing feedback on how to 

manage the data in the most efficient and effective ways to assist the tasks of 

Manager of Divisi Percetakan and the Secretary (Mrs. Budiastuti) 

d. Doing the data management of Data Tunggu used in the identification of time 

wasted due to several waiting time to assist the task of Manager Manager of 

Divisi Percetakan (Mrs. Budiastuti) 

The tasks assigned to the students during the period of industrial practice are not 

done routinely every day. All depends on the needs of the company. Students 

assist as much as possible in sub-department or unit that require additional 

personnel, so that during the period of industrial practice, students not only learn 

the business process in one units only, but can know as much as possible the 

existing process in the company. 
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4.3. Work Methodology 

From the explanation in the previous sub-chapter, students get several types of 

tasks from different sub-departments with different responsibilities. The 

methodology performed in completing each task is as follows: 

4.3.1. Distribution of Kantung Order 

In accordance with the business process to complete an order at PT. Kanisius, 

the tasks in each sub-department is done by referring to the documents in the 

kantung order, which includes job tickets, production planning documents, and 

other supporting documents. The task of distributing kantung order is usually 

done by the Job Coordinator, then students are asked to assist this task to speed 

up the distribution of kantung order. The faster the kantung order is received by 

the production units, the completion of each task is also more quickly completed. 

The kantung order distributed by the students comes from the Sub-department of 

JSA-Ekspedisi. This kantung order begins to be distributed after the Analyzer 

makes order planning. Kantung order is then sent to other sub-department or unit 

according to the order of the the works to finish the order. For new orders, the 

kantung order must be delivered to the Sub-departmen of Pra-cetak and Digital. 

As for reprint, kantung order will be sent to Logistics Department to find plate in 

plate warehouse. After the plate is found, then the plate will be checked again by 

Analyzer. Then after checking, the plate will be brought to the Logistics 

Department and then ready for use by the Offset Printing Unit. Students also help 

distribute the plate and kantung order in this process. 

  

Figure  4.1. Kantung Order 
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4.3.2. Data Management of Olahan Capaian 

Head of Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi, Mr. Sasongko provide collection of 

data completion of orders done by PT. Kanisius for several period of time and 

students are required to find the exact number of orders that is finished on time 

and not on time. The job of this data is one of the jobs of the Head of Sub-

department of JSA-Ekspedisi to then be reported to the Manager of Divisi 

Percetakan for evaluation. Students are asked to help and are also asked to find 

a faster way to get this job done. 

Students then observed raw data provided by Mr. Sasongko and found a way to 

analyze data more quickly by utilizing Microsoft Excel software. The raw data 

provided is the result of data withdrawal from the software used in the company. 

The data resulted from the company‟s information system is then converted to a 

Microsoft Excel file. The raw data provided is still very messy. Students then tidy 

up the data to make it easier to read and understand. 

 

Figure 4.2. Screenshot of Original Data for Olahan Capaian 

Each row in the data contains information of an order completed by PT. Kanisius. 

The information to be considered in this data processing is the order entry date, 

target completion, and the closing date of the kantung order (Tutup KO). 

Students are required to record which orders are completed earlier than the 

completed target, completed on time, and completed late. The completed date of 

the order is shown in the Tutup KO column. When an order is completed in PT. 

Kanisius, then closing the kantung order (KO). 
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  Figure 4.3. Screenshot of Organized Data for Olahan Capaian 

From the data obtained, students are asked to group the order based on the date 

of entry and target completion of the order. Examples of grouping are as follows:  

a. Order Oktober minta jadi November 

b. Order November minta jadi November 

c. Order Oktober minta jadi Desember 

d. Order November minta jadi Desember 

To group the data by grouping like the example above, then raw data must be 

sorted by date of entry and then sorted the target date. The results are grouped 

into new sheets so each sheet contains the data for each group. 

For example, for the "Order Oktober minta jadi November" group, data must be 

taken with the date of entry in October and the November as the targeted finish 

date. These data are inserted into a single sheet. Then from the grouping then 

students are asked to fill in the Analysis IV column to identify whether the order is 

completed early, on time or too late. Required information in this column uses the 

following conditions: 

a. EXCL-X 

This description is used for orders that are completed earlier than the completed 

target. EXCL is an abbreviation of the word “excellent”. The 'X' is the day 

difference from the completed target date and the closing date of kantung order 

(Tutup KO). So if the order is completed earlier 2 days, in column Analyze IV 

written "EXCL -2". 
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b. –OK– 

For orders that are completed on time, they are given "-OK-" in the Analysis IV 

column. This means the target date is completed equal to the closing date of 

kantung order (KO). 

c. OVER X 

If the order is completed late or the closing date is longer than the target date is 

completed, then the description "OVER X" is stated. The 'X' is the difference 

between the completed target date and the closing date of the knockout. So if the 

order is delayed for 3 days, the description in column Analyze IV is "OVER 3". 

Initially, in completing this data-processing task, Mr. Sasongko analyzes each 

row one by one by looking at the date of entry, target completion, and the closing 

date of KO. The description written in the Analysis IV column is typed one by one 

manually. This way is done in a long time, because there are hundreds or even 

thousands of orders data. Therefore students use the formula in Microsoft Excel 

to speed up this process. In this case, an IF function can be used for Ms. Excel 

that can be seen on the following figure. 

 

Figure 4.4. Screenshot of Function IF Used in Olahan Capaian 

After the Analysis IV column is completely filled, the next step is to group orders 

in the "Tepat Jadwal" and "Tidak Tepat Jadwal" groups. The "Tepat Jadwal" 

order group is orders with the "EXCL -X" and "-OK-" orders in the Analysis IV 

column. As for the order with the description "OVER X" grouped into the group 

"Tidak Tepat Jadwal". These results are then reported to the Manager of Divisi 

Percetakan as an evaluation. 
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4.3.3. Calculation Program for Production Time 

At the beginning of the period of industrial practice, students observed how 

Analyzer, Scheduler (Offset and Post Print), and Job Coordinator work. Then the 

students find a weakness in work system Scheduler Offset. At that time the 

Scheduler Offset does the calculation in the scheduling using the conventional 

calculator and the scheduling is completed in a long time. Whereas if the 

scheduling results are not immediately given to the production units, then the 

production process will be stopped and harming the company. 

The students then discussed this with the Head of Sub-department of JSA-

Ekspedisi, Mr. Sasongko. With consideration made by Mr. Sasongko, students 

are required to create a calculation program in Microsoft Excel that can help the 

process of calculating in the scheduling offset more quickly. The first step that is 

done is to identify the daily work Scheduler Offset system. Scheduler Offset 

performs the scheduling process by referring to the data created by the Analyzer 

where there is information on the type of product being printed, the type of 

machine used, the number of oplah (the amount of finished product ordered), and 

the type of katern to be used. 

These data were originally calculated manually by the formula written on a small 

piece of paper sticked in front of the computer screen. Calculated is the duration 

of order completion by looking at the type of product being printed, the type of 

machine used, the number of oplah, and the type of katern for the mold. 

Calculation of order completion duration is then being used in the scheduling 

process of each machine to find the actual start time and actual hours 

(expectations) for work duration to finish every order on each machine. The 

actual finished hour for an order will be the actual hour starting at the onward 

order, and so on continuously. However, the Scheduler Offset often runs into 

difficulties to do this kind of calculation because the lack of skill and method. 

This scheduling process becomes very long, and leads to delays in the execution 

of orders. This also increases the likelihood that the machine will not work at any 

given time, as it has to wait for the scheduling result. Therefore, students take the 

initiative to make all counting hours including how to calculate the time cut off due 

to break and so on by utilizing Microsoft Excel software. Students ask what 

elements will be input into the calculation process to the Scheduler, so the 

program can meet the needs of Scheduler. 
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4.3.4. Calculation Program for Completion Time of an Order 

Students also make a program to calculate the duration required for a machine to 

complete an order. To be able to determine the actual start time and the actual 

hour of completion, the Offset Scheduler must first calculate the working duration 

for each order. Duration of work is also calculated manually using the calculator. 

There are certain formulas in this calculation, and this process also takes a long 

time. Therefore, students also create a calculation program that can produce the 

duration of work required to complete an order. Students ask for any formulas 

and what inputs are used in the calculations and then put them into Microsoft 

Excel software. 

The steps in making this program is to study the calculation formula commonly 

used Offset Scheduler in completing this duration count, then identify the 

elements of any input into each formula. 

4.3.5. Plate Making 

To assist the CTP team task, the students do the plate making process. This 

process becomes important, as every order of offset printing must use the plate 

in the print process. To make one book in the order, the required plate can be 

more than 20 sheets, where the work for each sheet of book contents with a large 

plate size is approximately 5 minutes. If plate making process is done in a longer 

time, then the production process will not start. Therefore, student‟s support is 

needed to accelerate the process of plate work, since the plate making operators 

sometimes have to leave the plate making job to deliver the finished plate to 

other sub-department, or to do the process of plotting, and activities that interrupt 

the printing process of other plates. 

Step-by-step of plate making, as follows: 

a. Prepare an blank plate according to the size requested 

On computer control plate printing machine there is a list of orders to be done, 

each order data contains a description of the type of machine used to print the 

order. Determination of plate type is based on the type of machine. For Speed 

Master (SM) machine used small plate, while for machine Rolland (R) used big 

plate. Before the plate is used the student must ensure the quality of the plate, 

whether there is damage to the plate or not, the damage in question is scratches 

and uneven plate surfaces. 
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Figure 4.5. Blank Plate  

b. Put a blank plate on the machine 

Before starting the printing process, a blank plate that is ready must be placed on 

the printing machine first, if there is no plate on the machine, then the machine 

will issue an alarm alert. The machine can start the printing process if an empty 

plate is ready.  

 

Figure 4.6. Placing the Blank Plate to the Machine 

c. Start the plate making 

After the blank plate is ready, the operator (student) must press the start button to 

start the plate printing process. 

  

Figure 4.7. Start the Plate Making 
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Then the student can monitor the printing process inside the machine from the 

computer screen. On the computer will be shown the percentage of the printing 

process and also visual of the printing process in the machine. In case of an error 

on the machine, the computer will display the visual as shown in Figure 4.8. and 

the software will provide action suggestions to resolve the error.  

 

Figure 4.8. Visualization of Plate Making in the Computer 

d. Plate Cleaning 

After the desired printing image is projected on the plate, the plate will be cleaned 

with chemical liquid in such a way that the plate will only have the image that is 

going to be used in printing process.  

  

Figure 4.9. Plate Cleaning 
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e. Inspection for finished plate and packing process 

After the plate is printed and cleaned, the student then checks the plate by 

looking at the name of the order printed on the plate and matched with the order 

list. For large plate types (for book content), there are 1 to 4 plates for each order 

name. 1 color print usually only need 1 plate for 1 order name, for 2 color print, 

there will be 2 plate for 1 order name. As for full color printing, there will be 4 

plates consisting of BLACK plate, CYAN plate, MAGENTA plate, and YELLOW 

plate.  

 

Figure 4.10. Printed Plate 

Then, the checked plate will be collected according to order number (No. WO) on 

the job ticket and packed to be ready delivered to the production process. 

Students also record plate printing so it can be known when the order plate is 

completed, how many plates for an order number, and who is responsible for the 

order.  

 

Figure 4.11. Plate Grouping Based in No. WO (Order Number) 
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4.3.6. Inputing the Archive Data of Plate  

Platform records data is a collection of data about any plate that is stored in the 

warehouse plate. Each plate is stored to the warehouse plate, then the data plate 

will be inserted into the book list archive plate written manually. Students are 

requested to assist the tasks of this Plate Warehouse so that the archive data of 

the plate can be stored in soft file form. 

Platform archive data contains information about where the plate is stored. Each 

shelf is numbered and sequential code making it easier to search for plates when 

there are reprints. The data also contains the book number of the plate, so for 1 

book number it is possible to have multiple sheets of plate. There is also data on 

the number of cover plates and book contents plate. By entering the arch file data 

into the soft file, it is expected that the search plate can be done easily.  

  

Figure 4.12. Manual Archive Data of Plate 

4.3.7. Data Management for Olah Data Faktur 

Manager of Divisi Percetakan and the Secretary have a duty to process invoice 

(faktur) data at PT. Kanisius. However, this process is done very long. Students 

are then asked to try to do invoice data management in such a way that more 

quickly utilize the ability to use Microsoft Excel software. 
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Figure 4.13. Data of Faktur 

 

Figure 4.14. Original Data of Laporan Order Selesai 
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This work was originally to match the invoice data to the completed order report 

data. In the completed order data report that has not been filled (raw data), there 

are only data as in Figure 4.13. and the invoice data obtained is as shown in 

Figure 4.14. Students are then asked to fill in the yellow column in Figure 4.13. by 

matching the order number (No. WO). This work becomes difficult if done 

manually, ie typing one by one data in the yellow column in Figure 4.13. by 

looking for data from Figure 4.14., because there are thousands of data in this 

process. 

Then the student proposes to use lookup function in Microsoft Excel software to 

simplify this job. Students are also required to create a document of the steps of 

using the lookup function to complete this work. This document is attached to 

Appendix 3. 

4.3.8. Data Management for Olah Data Tunggu 

Another task of the Manager of Divisi Percetakan is Olah Data tunggu. Data 

Tunggu is data that records whenever there is a waiting time on the production 

process and also disruptions that occur in this process. There are 5 types of 

waiting time, namely „Tunggu Kering’, ‘Tunggu Kertas’, ‘Tunggu Keterangan’, 

‘Tunggu Order’, and ‘Tunggu Plat’. For interference, there are two types of 

disturbances recorded, namely ‘Gangguan Listrik’ and ‘Gangguan Mesin’. 

The raw data provided is shown in Figure 4.15. From the data, the student must 

find 5 types of waiting time and 2 types of interference that can be found in 

column "Nama Kerja". Therefore, the first step taken by the students is to sort the 

seven data to be separated from the raw data and perform the recapitulation. 

The recording of waiting times and disturbances is performed by operators for 

Miller, Rolland 2, Old Rolland 4 and New Rolland 4 machines. The collected data 

is recorded in minutes. Then the students are asked to recapitulate the total 

waiting time and the disturbance that occurs for each machine, so it can be 

analyzed what kind of waiting time or the most disruption occurs. It is expected 

that from the results of this recapitulation, the company can take preventive 

measures or find a solution for the waiting time and disruption of each machine 

can be reduced.  
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Figure 4.15. Original Data of Olah Data Tunggu 

4.4. Result of Work 

4.4.1. Distribution of Kantung Order 

The kantung order distribution process speeds up the production process, 

because the information required in performing the production procedure is in the 

kantung order. The kantung order provided to each sub-department and unit in 

the PPIC Department should always be distributed as soon as possible to 

improve the productivity of each production element. 

4.4.2. Data Management of Olahan Capaian 

The results of processed achievement is the result of recapitulation of the order 

on schedule (tepat jadwal) and order not on schedule (tidak tepat jadwal). These 

data are obtained from the methodology described in the previous sub-chapter. 

Data are separated for each sheet by grouping as follows: 

a. Order Data on November for November 

 

Figure 4.16. Screenshot of Order Data on November for November 
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b. Order Data on November for December  

 

Figure 4.17. Screenshot of Order Data on November for December 

c. Order Data on November for January 

 

Figure 4.18. Screenshot of Order Data on November for January 

d. Order Data on November for February 

 

Figure 4.19. Screenshot of Order Data on November for February 
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e. Order Data on December for December 

 

Figure 4.20. Screenshot of Order Data on December for December 

f. Order Data on December for January 

 

Figure 4.21. Screenshot of Order Data on December for January 

4.4.3. Calculation Program for Production Time 

Production Time Calculation Program is done taking into account the calculation 

requirements provided by Scheduler Offset from student observation. Figure 4.22. 

shows the display of programs that have been created. How to use this program 

is to enter the information in section A (red box) according to the description that 

has been made. Then section B (green box) is the timing process with simple 

Excel formulas. Then the final hit result will come out in section C (blue box). 

Scheduler Offset has implemented this program in everyday scheduling work and 

the result is a significant reduction of work time so it can speed up the scheduling 

process as well as speed up the whole production process. 
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  Figure 4.22. Screenshot of Calculation Program for Production Time 

A 

B 
C 
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  Figure 4.23. Screenshot of Calculation Program for Completion Time of an Order 
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4.4.4. Calculation Program for Completion Time of an Order 

Calculation Program for Completion Time of an Order is used in determining the 

duration (hours) that a machine needs to complete an order according to the 

specifications that exist on the job ticket. In Figure 4.22. can be seen there are 

columns of information used as input data calculate the duration where the count 

results duration processed and shown the results on the yellow column. So on 

the use of this program, Offset Scheduler only need to fill in columns other than 

yellow columns and then the results will arrive in the columns are yellow. 

Calculate the duration of completion order is used in determining the duration 

(hours) required a machine to complete an order according to the specifications 

on the job ticket. In Figure 4.22. can be seen there are columns of information 

used as input data calculate the duration where the count results duration 

processed and shown the results on the yellow column. So on the use of this 

program, Scheduler Offset only need to fill in columns other than yellow columns 

and then the results will arrive in the columns are yellow. Calculate the duration 

of this order will be used in calculating the production time as described in the 

previous points. 

4.4.5. Plate Making 

The printed plate is a collection of packs that have been packaged for later sent 

to the Sub-department of Logistics. Plates delivered to the Sub-department of 

Logistics will be grouped by machine type. Students deliver a plate that has been 

packed with a bag of orders. This indicates that the finished plate printing process 

and the ready plate are taken from the Sub-department of Logistics and ready for 

use in the printing process.  

  

Figure 4.24. Finished Plate 
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4.4.6. Inputing the Archive Data of Plate 

The results of transferring archived data from archived books into soft files are as 

follows: 

  

Figure 4.25. Screenshot of Soft File Data of Archived Plate 

4.4.7. Data Management for Olah Data Faktur 

The result of data processing of Data Faktur is completed Laporan Order Selesai 

data already filled in yellow column.  

 

Figure 4.26. Screenshot of the Result of Olah Data Faktur 
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4.4.8. Data Management for Olah Data Tunggu 

Processed data generates a recapitulation of how many times and how long 

(minutes) of waiting time and disruptions arise in the production process recorded 

in the given data file. There are 5 types of waiting time, which is „Tunggu Kering’, 

‘Tunggu Kertas’, ‘Tunggu Keterangan’, ‘Tunggu Order’, and ‘Tunggu Plat’. For 

interference, there are two types of disturbances recorded, namely ’Gangguan 

Listrik’ and ‘Gangguan Mesin’. The recapitulation of this data is made for 

September to December 2017. The waiting times and disruptions are recorded 

for each machine in the Offset Print Unit. 

Recapitulation of the number of waiting times and disturbances is then reported 

to the Manager of Divisi Percetakan as an evaluation of the performance of each 

machine. The evaluated machines are Miller Machine, Rolland Machine 2, Old 

Rolland 4 Machine, and New Rolland 4 Machine. Recapitulation results are: 

a. September 

 

Figure 4.27. Screenshot of the Result of Olahan Tunggu (Sept) 
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b. Oktober 

  

Figure 4.28. Screenshot of the Result of Olahan Tunggu (Oct) 

c. November 

  

Figure 4.29. Screenshot of the Result of Olahan Tunggu (Nov) 
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d. Desember 

  

Figure 4.30. Screenshot of the Result of Olahan Tunggu (Dec) 

4.5. Projects from Faculty Supervisor 

The following explainations are the tasks given by the Faculty Supervisor during 

the industrial practice period. 

4.5.1. Fishbone Diagram 

Fishbone Diagram or Diagram of Cause or Ishikawa Diagram is a methodology 

for analyzing the causes of a problem with the purpose of identifying the root of 

the problem. This diagram is shaped like a fishbone, that's why this diagram is 

better known as Fishbone Diagram. 

The first task of Faculty Supervisor is to observe the problems that have the most 

potential to interfere with business processes in PT. Kanisius mainly deals with 

the department or department where the student is placed in the period of 

industrial practice. Students are placed in the Sub-department of JSA-Ekspedisi, 

PPIC Department, Divisi Percetakan. From the observation at the beginning of 

the period of industrial practice, students find a problem that could potentially 

adversely affect the overall business process at PT. Kanisius. The results of the 

analysis with the fishbone diagram are in Appendix 4. 
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4.5.2. FMEA (Failure Modes and Effects Analysis) 

FMEA (Failure Modes and Effects Analysis) is a methodology that has almost the 

same function as a fishbone diagram, which is to analyze the causes of a 

problem and identify the causes. However, in the methodology of problem 

analysis with FMEA, there are several factors assessed in the figures to identify 

which factors are most influential in each of the analyzed issues. These factors 

are Severity of Potential Failure Effects, Occurance of Potential Causes, and 

Detection for the Current Control. These three factors are scored in numbers with 

the following rules:  

  

Figure 4.31. FMEA Rating Scales 

Then from the multiplication of the value of Severity, Occurance, and Detection 

generated RPN (Risk Priority Number) which shows the number of priority risk. 

The problem with the highest RPN value is made a top priority to find the solution 

of the problem.  

  

Figure 4.32. RPN (Risk Priority Number) Formula 

The FMEA analysis is performed for several processes by identifying the input or 

input of the process. For each input, it describes any process that has the 

potential to fail. Then dicara results, causes, and controls that have been done 

against the potential failure. The result is shown in Figure 4.31. the following. 
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 Figure 4.33. Screenshot of FMEA Result 
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From the above analysis, students are then asked to explain each Potential 

Failure Mode of each input of the process. This explanation is intended to give a 

more detailed picture and deeper analysis for each Potential Failure Mode found. 

The explanation is as follows: 

a. Scheduling 

The process of scheduling is one of the stages work done by the scheduling team. 

In this process, scheduler performs scheduling for production machines so that 

incoming orders can be fulfilled according to client request. Scheduler will 

calculate the start and finish time of each machine and arrange the order of 

production and order fulfillment according to priority. This priority is based on the 

date the order is requested by the client. The scheduler also calculates how 

much material is needed to complete an order, such as the number of papers, 

what kind of paper, how many circles (number of turns), and so on. 

The observations found that all the timing and counting of production materials in 

the scheduling process was done by means of calculating a trade calculator and 

manual count. 

This count method causes two consequences, namely the old counting process 

and the machine can not start production. Order that has been entered can not 

be processed immediately by the production machines, because the machine 

operators are too long to do the calculation and the operator can only run the 

machine if the schedule has been completed. Therefore, machines often do not 

work, because there is no production schedule yet. 

Scheduler still uses this method, because of the absence of the ability to count 

using a computer. So far no one can make a faster calculation system by utilizing 

the already developed technology. 

From these observations, students recommend the use of computer technology 

with Microsoft Excel software to create simple calculation programs that can help 

calculate the production time and calculation of production raw materials. 

Potential Failure Mode in this scheduling process has the highest RPN value and 

is a priority improvement. 
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b. Order Mendadak (Sudden Order) 

Steps of finishing every order that received by PT. Kanisius will be scheduled by 

the scheduler and sorted in order of priority of target completion order, but in 

certain cases, there is an order that comes suddenly and is a priority client 

request (clients with high value orders or clients who have subscribed). The 

number of circuits (prints) for each order suddenly also varies. One example of a 

sudden order is the newspaper “Laspela” (Laskar Pelangi) from Bangka Belitung. 

This order came suddenly, because the newspaper content was also just finished 

in the day and immediately sent to Kanisius for immediate printing so that news in 

it can be informed on time. 

This sort of order will result in additional scheduler work time for rescheduling and 

since the timing is still using the manual way as described in the first problem, the 

overall working time becomes longer. This also affects the work of the production 

machine, because when reschedule results are given, the operator must make 

re-adjustment especially if the paper type and order specification are different 

from the last order done. 

To handle this kind of order, JSA team and production team need to do the 

adjustments as much as possible. So far, there are several sudden orders that 

can be predicted many circulation, the length of time completion, and so forth. 

This can be of little help in the face of sudden orders coming. Machine operators 

are also more accustomed to adjusting machine rules when orders suddenly 

arrive. 

From this problem, the student recommends to collect data whenever the sudden 

order arrives so that the predicted arrival of sudden orders can be estimated. 

c. Operator Mesin (Machine Operators) 

The third problem found is the availability of daily operator power. When students 

do observations on the floor of production, especially in the machine, found that 

there are operators who do not come to work and no replacement. This of course 

affects the operation of the machine. Each machine must still be operated and 

controlled by an operator. If any operator is not logged in, then the machine 

should not be used. 
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It was also found that the reason for the absence of a replacement for an absent 

operator was that the operator was on leave or did not enter in suddenly, not 

giving any informations. 

From this problem, students recommend the application of permits and / or leave 

with more clearly and the existence of clear sanctions also if such an event 

occurs, so that all workers are more disciplined in doing their work. 

d. Persiapan Mesin (Setup Machine) 

Before a machine is used, the operator first sets the machine settings to suit the 

order to be done, in this case is the paper type setting, paper size, the number of 

colors, and so on. 

Some operators have difficulty adjusting machine settings according to existing 

orders, and this adds to the machine preparation time which will affect the overall 

processing time of one order. 

Therefore, students recommend to provide training to the operator in order to 

make the preparation of the machine more quickly. 

e. Teknologi Mesin (Machine Technology) 

At PT. Kanisius has 5 main machines for offset printing, and 1 machine for plate 

printing. All these machines are important elements in the whole production 

process, so that if there is damage to the machine, then the whole business 

process will be disrupted. 

These machines have been used for a long time, 5-10 years. Some machines 

begin to show performance degradation, such as can not be used at a certain 

speed, or can not perform certain functions. 

This affects the work on the production floor. Therefore, PT. Kanisius is reviewing 

for the purchase of a new machine. 

f. Sumber Energi Listrik (Electricity) 

Energy sources used by PT. Kanisius to run all the production machines is PLN 

(Perusahaan Listrik Negara) electricity. Sometimes, PLN does a power outage 

and this causes the cessation of all machine work in PT. Kanisius. PT. Kanisius 

also does not have an electric generator as a backup energy source. 
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At the time of PLN‟s power outage, PT. Kanisius was forced to postpone all 

schedules that day, and be allocated to another day. This results in additional 

time to adjust the turnover of lost working hours due to power outages. 

Therefore, it is also being considered to use an electric generator as a backup 

power source. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This Chapter 5 contains the conclusions of the processes done by students 

during the period of industrial practice and suggestions from students to the 

company about the potential improvements of the problems discovered during 

the period of industrial practice. 

5.1. Conclusion 

a. Students can understand the company scope and business processes that 

exist in the company well. 

b. Students adapt to the work environment and learn to place themselves 

properly. 

c. Students participate in the process and are involved in the real activities of 

everyday companies, especially in the Department of PPIC, Divisi Percetakan. 

d. Students are able to complete all tasks provided by the On-site Supervisor 

and Faculty Supervisor. 

e. The existing system in the company has been well integrated, there is a clear 

organizational structure so that the coordination line between employees is 

clear so as to facilitate students in coordinating as students of industrial 

practice. 

f. In terms of technology use, the company is still unable to utilize the current 

emerging technologies to support the overall business process. 

g. Qualifications of workers in this company are still not able to follow the 

development of existing technology so as not to optimize the utilization of 

these technologies. 

h. Students are able to contribute in the use of technology by applying the 

knowledge and capabilities gained during the study period at the Universitas 

Atma Jaya Yogyakarta. 

i. Work culture in the company is very supportive of existing business processes, 

because company values, namely honest, disciplined, swift, competent, and 

learner, applied very well. 
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5.2. Suggestion 

a. Training for employees is very important to do, especially because in this 

modern era, we have no other choice but to cacth up with the development of 

technology. 

b. Employee qualifications must be upgraded to keep up with the printing and 

publishing business in Indonesia as seen from the number of similar 

businesses with good quality continues to grow. 
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Appendix 1. Organizational Structure of PT. Kanisius

BOD DIVISION DEPARTMENT SUB-DEPT UNIT

Additional Information
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Appendix 2. Business Process of PT. Kanisius



 

 

Appendix 3. Document of Langkah Penggunaan Fungsi Vlookup 

 

MENGGUNAKAN FUNGSI  

VLOOKUP (MS. EXCEL) 
UNTUK MELAKUKAN REKAPITULASI FAKTUR 

 

Langkah 1: Persiapan Data 

 Persiapkan file Data Faktur Seluruh Order 2017 Export 11 Jan 2018.xlsx (FILE RUJUKAN) & 

Order Selesai januari sd November 2017.xlsx (FILE OLAHAN) dan pastikan semua data 

tersusun rapi agar memudahkan proses pemindahan data. 

 Proses pemindahan data ini bertujuan untuk mecocokkan data ‘Ukuran’, ‘Warna Isi’, ‘Warna 

Cover’, ‘Halaman’, ‘Kertas Isi’, ‘Kertas Cover’, ‘Keterangan Jilid’, dan ‘Finishing’ dari FILE 

RUJUKAN dengan FILE OLAHAN sehingga pada kedua file, data-data tersebut akan sama 

untuk setiap order. 

 Pada dasarnya, fungsi lookup akan melakukan pencocokan data-data di atas dengan melihat 

karakteristik unik suatu kumpulan data yang pada kasus ini adalah data No. WO dari setiap 

order. Dengan No. WO ini, fungsi lookup akan mencari kumpulan data untuk setiap No. WO 

di FILE RUJUKAN dan dicocokkan dengan No. WO di FILE OLAHAN.  

 Kolom-kolom yang akan dicocokan lebih baik diatur dengan urutan yang sama dari kiri ke 

kanan, sehingga mempermudah proses olah data.  

 

Gambar 1. Urutan kolom data pada FILE RUJUKAN  

 

Gambar 2. Urutan kolom data pada FILE OLAHAN 

 



 

 

Appendix 3. Document of Langkah Penggunaan Fungsi Vlookup 

 

Langkah 2: Mengolah Data dengan VLOOKUP 

 Terdapat 2 jenis fungsi lookup, yaitu vertical lookup (=VLOOKUP) dan horizontal lookup 

(=HLOOKUP). Vertical lookup berfungsi untuk mencocokan data secara vertikal, sehingga 

karakteristik data yang dijadikan patokan pencocokan data tersusun secara vertikal dalam 

tabel. Begitu juga dengan fungsi horizontal lookup. Dalam kasus ini, digunakan VLOOKUP. 

 Rumus VLOOKUP diketik di cell data yang ingin diisikan dengan pencocokan yang dilakukan 

dengan merujuk ke FILE RUJUKAN. Gambar di bawah menunjukkan bahwa fungsi VLOOKUP 

akan melakukan pencocokan data ‘Ukuran’ untuk setiap No. WO. 

Gambar 3. Memasukkan rumus VLOOKUP 

 Rumus VLOOKUP adalah: 

=VLOOKUP(lookup_value; table_array; col_index_num; [range_lookup]) 

Keterangan: 

 lookup_value adalah cell yang dijadikan patokan atau karakteristik unik setiap kelompok 

data, dalam hal ini No. WO (No. Order).  

Gambar 4. Menentukan lookup_value 
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 table_array adalah kelompok data atau tabel yang dijadikan rujukan, dalam hal ini, 

digunakan data ‘Ukuran’ dari setiap No. WO di FILE RUJUKAN, sehingga table_array 

mencangkup kolom ‘No. WO’ sampai ‘Ukuran’.  

Gambar 5. Menentukan table_array 

 col_index_num adalah jumlah kolom yang diambil untuk dijadikan table_array. Dalam 

kasus ini diambil 3 kolom data dari kolom ‘No. WO’ sampai ‘Ukuran’, sehingga column 

index number-nya adalah 3.  

 
Gambar 6. Jumlah kolom table_array 

Gambar 7. Menentukan col_index_num 

1 2 3 
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 [range_lookup] adalah kondisi data yang dijadikan patokan pada FILE RUJUKAN (dalam 

hal ini No. WO) dimana terdapat dua pilihan kondisi, yaitu: TRUE adalah kondisi dimana 

No. WO diurutkan dari angka terkecil sampai terbesar atau A sampai Z (ascending order) 

sehingga  jika ingin menggunakan kondisi ini, data No. WO harus diurutkan terlebih 

dahulu, sedangkan FALSE adalah kondisi dimana fungsi lookup akan mencocokan data 

antara satu No. WO dengan No. WO apabila kedua No. WO benar-benar identik.  

Pada proses rekap faktur ini, digunakan kondisi FALSE, sehingga data yang dicocokkan 

adalah benar-benar data dari 2 No. WO yang sama. 

Gambar 8. Menentukan [range_lookup] 

 Jika rumus sudah lengkap, tekan Enter, sehingga muncul hasil lookup-nya. 

 
Gambar 9. Rumus VLOOKUP yang Digunakan 

 
Gambar 10. Hasil VLOOKUP 
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 Untuk memastikan kebenaran fungsi lookup yang telah dilakukan, bisa dilakukan cross-

check secara manual dengan mencari data ‘Ukuran’ untuk No. WO yang telah diisikan 

tadi. Buka FILE RUJUKAN, dan temukan (CTRL+F) No. WO yang tadi diisikan ‘Ukuran’-nya 

dan cocokkan dengan hasil lookup-nya. 

  
Gambar 11. Hasil Lookup di FILE OLAHAN 

 
 

 
Gambar 12. Data di FILE RUJUKAN 

 
 

Langkah 3: Tips & Trick untuk Olah Data Selanjutnya 

 Pada LANGKAH 1 sudah dianjurkan untuk menyusun kolom yang akan diisikan secara urut 

sesuai kolom-kolom di FILE RUJUKAN. Hal ini bertujuan untuk mempermudah proses 

pengisian data selanjutnya. 

 Berikut ini adalah rumus lookup yang digunakan pada kolom ‘Ukuran’: 

=VLOOKUP(C6;'[Data Faktur Seluruh Order 2017 Export 11 Jan 2018.xlsx]Jan - 

April'!$C$5:$E$2926;3;FALSE) 

 lookup_value yang digunakan di kolom selanjutnya, yaitu kolom ‘Warna Isi’ adalah sama 

dengan kolom ‘Ukuran’, karena tetap akan menjadikan No. WO sebagai patokan. 

 
Gambar 13. Menentukan lookup_value untuk Kolom ‘Warna Isi’ 
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 table_array yang digunakan juga dimulai dari kolom No. WO, tapi ditambah dengan kolom 

‘Warna Isi’, sehingga akan terjadi pergeseran kolom antara table_array di kolom ‘Ukuran’ 

yang adalah =VLOOKUP(C6;'[Data Faktur Seluruh Order 2017 Export 11 Jan 2018.xlsx]Jan - 

April'!$C$5:$E$2926;3;FALSE) menjadi =VLOOKUP(C6;'[Data Faktur Seluruh Order 2017 

Export 11 Jan 2018.xlsx]Jan - April'!$C$5:$F$2926;3;FALSE). Maka, untuk kolom selanjutnya 

‘Warna Cover’, ‘Halaman’, dan seterusnya, akan bergeser dari kolom E, ke F, ke G, dan 

seterusnya. =VLOOKUP(C6;'[Data Faktur Seluruh Order 2017 Export 11 Jan 2018.xlsx]Jan - 

April'!$C$5:$G$2926;3;FALSE) rumus untuk kolom ‘Warna Cover’, dan seterusnya. 

 
Gambar 14. table_array untuk Kolom ‘Warna Isi’ 

 

 Maka, untuk col_index_num kolom selanjutnya akan bertambah 1 angka. Di kolom ‘Ukuran’ 

adalah 3, sehingga untuk kolom ‘Warna Isi’ adalah 4, kolom ‘Warna Cover’ adalah 5, dan 

seterusnya. Selebihnya, rumus VLOOKUP-nya sama. 

 
Gambar 15. Jumlah kolom table_array 

  
Gambar 16. Jumlah kolom table_array 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 4 
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 Pada kasus tertentu, ada kemungkinan terjadinya error di Ms. Excel dimana hasil lookup-nya 

tidak bisa muncul, tapi hanya memunculkan rumusnya saja, seperti ini: 

  
Gambar 17. Contoh Error 

 Cara mengatasinya ada 2 langkah, yang pertama adalah pergi ke menu ‘Home’ dan cari 

kelompok tools ‘Number’ (disamping kelompok tools ‘Alignment’), kemudian klik kotak 

pilihan seperti di bawah ini dan pilih ‘Number’.   

  
Gambar 18. Mengganti format cell 

 Berikutnya, jika masih belum berhasil, pergi ke menu ‘Formulas’, klik tools paling kiri ‘Insert 

Function’, kemudian klik OK pada window yang terbuka. 

  
Gambar 19. Insert Function 
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Langkah 4: Mengisi Semua Data tiap Kolom 

 Setelah semua rumus LOOKUP di semua kolom lengkap, maka langkah berikutnya adalah 

menggunakan Auto-fill di Excel untuk menampilkan hasil tiap kolom untuk seluruh No. WO. 

 Blok semua hasil lookup, kemudian klik 2 kali di pojok kanan bawah kotak blok ketika cursor 

berubah bentuk menjadi tanda plus hitam pekat. 

  
Gambar 20. Blok Hasil Lookup Semua Kolom 

 Gambar 20. Hasil Auto-fill 
 

 

 

 

Klik 2x di sini ketika  
cursor berubah bentuk  
menjadi tanda  

+ hitam pekat 



 

 

Appendix 4. Result of Problem Analysis Using Fishbone Diagram 
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